Abstract-This paper investigates liveness detection techniques in the area of eye movement biometrics. We investigate a specific scenario, in which an impostor constructs an artificial replica of the human eye. Two attack scenarios are considered: 1) the impostor does not have access to the biometric templates representing authentic users, and instead utilizes average anatomical values from the relevant literature and 2) the impostor gains access to the complete biometric database, and is able to employ exact anatomical values for each individual. In this paper, liveness detection is performed at the feature and match score levels for several existing forms of eye movement biometric, based on different aspects of the human visual system. The ability of each technique to differentiate between live and artificial recordings is measured by its corresponding false spoof acceptance rate, false live rejection rate, and classification rate. The results suggest that eye movement biometrics are highly resistant to circumvention by artificial recordings when liveness detection is performed at the feature level. Unfortunately, not all techniques provide feature vectors that are suitable for liveness detection at the feature level. At the match score level, the accuracy of liveness detection depends highly on the biometric techniques employed.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
IVENESS detection is an important problem in the biometric domain, due to the fact that it is relatively simple to create convincing replicas of many existing biometrics. For example, commercial iris identification systems can be spoofed by high-resolution images of the eye printed on paper, with a hole to present the intruder's pupil, bypassing liveness detection mechanisms [1] , [2] . There are further examples of fingerprint scanners being spoofed by common household items like gelatin [3] , and face detection systems spoofed by printed images of the face [4] - [6] .
While liveness detection has been researched extensively in a number of fields, there is almost no research on the topic of liveness detection as it relates to the field of eye movement biometrics. The idea of liveness detection via eye movements is appealing because eye movements can be captured in tandem with iris information using a single image sensor [7] . In fact, the hardware in many existing iris recognition devices is capable of supporting modern videooculography techniques to produce an eye movement signal. This provides an opportunity to increase the accuracy [8] and counterfeit-resistance of existing iris recognition devices.
A. Related Work in Liveness Detection
In the field of iris recognition, several liveness detection methods have been proposed and evaluated, involving: frequency spectrum analysis of the iris image; analysis of light reflected from the spherical corneal surface (front wall of the eye); detection of corneal moistness; pupil dilation; and the quality-related features of the captured image [9] - [13] .
In the field of fingerprint recognition, Coli and colleagues provide a survey of existing liveness detection techniques and their performance [14] . Shuckers et al. achieved 90-100% correct classification rate using the statistics of ridges and moisture to measure the liveness of fingerprints [15] , [16] . Ghiani et al. applied liveness detection by local binary patterns, pores, power spectrum analysis, wavelet energy signatures, valleys wavelets, and curvelets to achieve equal error rates of 7-13% [17] . Recent competitions indicate that fingerprintbased biometrics are still susceptible to spoofing [18] .
In the field of face recognition, liveness detection methods can be roughly categorized as analysis of motion, texture, and detection of life signs. Competition results of various algorithms in this area indicate a high accuracy of detection for 2D spoofing attacks [19] , particularly in regard to the PRINT-ATTACK dataset [4] .
B. Related Work in Eye Movement Biometrics
In the current work, we explore the liveness detection properties of four existing eye movement biometric techniques, based on various aspects of the human visual system. These techniques include: oculomotor plant characteristics (OPC), complex oculomotor behavior (COB), complex eye movement patterns (CEM-P), and complex eye movement behavior (CEM-B) biometrics.
In 2011, Holland and Komogortsev [20] described complex eye movement pattern (CEM-P) biometrics. CEM-P compares average and aggregate measures of the eye movement scanpath with a distance function to estimate the similarity of two recordings. Biometric features include: fixation count, average fixation duration, average saccadic amplitude, average saccadic 1556-6013 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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velocity, average saccadic peak velocity, velocity waveform indicator (Q), scanpath length, scanpath area, regions of interest, inflection count, amplitude-duration coefficient, and main sequence coefficient. In 2012, Komogortsev et al. [21] described oculomotor plant characteristic (OPC) biometrics. OPC utilizes mathematical models of the oculomotor plant to estimate the non-visible anatomical properties of the eye from the measurable properties of eye movements. Feature vectors are compared between recordings using the Hotelling's T −square test to obtain a measure of similarity. Biometric features vary according to the parameters of the oculomotor plant model employed.
In 2013, Holland and Komogortsev [22] described complex eye movement behavior (CEM-B) biometrics. CEM-B compares the distribution of basic eye movement features throughout a recording using statistical techniques, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, to obtain a measure of similarity between recordings. Biometric features include: fixation start time, fixation duration, fixation centroid, saccade start time, saccade duration, saccadic amplitude, saccadic velocity, and saccadic peak velocity.
In 2013, Komogortsev and Holland [23] described complex oculomotor behavior (COB) biometrics. COB examines the relative amount of corrective eye movements that occur in response to artifacts or otherwise aberrant behavior of the human visual system. Feature vectors are compared with a distance function to obtain a measure of similarity between recordings. Biometric features include: uncorrected, corrected, and multi-corrected saccadic dysmetria, express saccades, dynamic saccades, and compound saccades.
C. Motivation & Hypothesis
The foundation for eye movement biometrics was formed in 1971, when Noton and Stark [24] found that the eye movements exhibited by a subject during the initial viewing of a pattern were repeated in 65% of subsequent viewings. The potential biometric applications of eye movements were largely ignored, however, until 2004, when Kasprowski and Ober [25] applied voice recognition techniques to the eye movement signal. Over the past decade, the field of eye movement biometrics has expanded at a rapid pace, but there are still many aspects that lack definition.
The potential liveness detection properties of human eye movements have yet to be investigated by rigorous experimentation. This paper builds on our previous research [26] on the liveness detection properties of eye movement biometrics to include: 1) additional models of the oculomotor plant; 2) an extended database of 173 living and artificial recordings; 3) recordings conducted on equipment with properties resembling those of commercial iris recognition devices; 4) new statistical methods that allow for more accurate liveness detection; and 5) additional forms of eye movement biometric.
II. BIOMETRIC ATTACK VECTOR
The potential attack vectors for eye movement biometrics are limited, and may consist of physical or graphical representations. For a physical representation, the impostor must construct a robotic and anatomically convincing model of the human eye, and for a graphical representation, the impostor may utilize a graphics-generated model of the human eye presented on a display medium, such as a phone. Assuming that both representations of an artificial eye can be calibrated 1 by the eye tracking system, and bypass existing liveness detection techniques based on image analysis, the aim of our algorithms is to identify these impostor recordings based on features of the eye movement signal, including its variability.
Mathematical modeling of the oculomotor plant simulates both representations, utilizing several models of varying complexity to represent different classes of artificial eye that an impostor could employ. As a result, the presented baselines are not contaminated by the inherent noise associated with eye tracking equipment; however, the artificial eye movement signal is generated in such a way as to contain typical abnormalities and artifacts that occur naturally within the human visual system.
A. Human Visual System
The human visual system is composed, primarily, of two major components: the oculomotor plant and the brainstem control. The oculomotor plant encompasses the eye globe, six extraocular muscles, and a variety of surrounding tissues, ligaments, and fluids. The brainstem control is responsible for the generation and transmission of a neuronal control signal, sent to each of the extraocular muscles to produce the many and varied types of human eye movement [27] .
For our purposes, two basic types of eye movement are of particular importance, due to the ease with which they can be evoked and replicated in humans via pre-programmed stimuli; these are: fixations and saccades. "Fixations occur when the eye globe is held in a relatively stable position, such that the fovea remains centered on an object of interest, providing heightened visual acuity; saccades occur when the eye globe rotates quickly between points of fixation, with very little visual acuity maintained during rotation" [28] .
In addition to these basic eye movements, the human visual system exhibits a number of corrective eye movements that occur naturally due to saccadic dysmetria or otherwise aberrant behavior [23] , [27] . These corrective behaviors often follow an off-target saccade with one or more small-amplitude saccades in the direction of the target.
It is assumed that an artificial eye would be capable of exhibiting basic eye movements, such as fixations and saccades, interspersed with corrective eye movements at natural frequencies and amplitudes found in the human visual system.
B. Oculomotor Plant Mechanical Models
Mathematical models of varying complexity can represent the mechanical functions of the oculomotor plant to simulate the dynamics of human eye movement; that is, in addition to the eye movement signal, the employed models simulate the physical muscle mechanics involved in the generation of eye movements. By optimizing the parameters of a given model to the recordings of a specific individual, it is possible to generate artificial recordings using the model. These false recordings are used as the biometric attack vector in the context of eye movement biometrics. Three distinct models were utilized in the current work, as follows:
• Model I is Westheimer's second-order model [29] . This model represents the eye globe and corresponding viscoelasticity by single linear elements for inertia, friction, and stiffness.
• Model II is Robinson's fourth-order model [30] . This model uses a more realistic neuronal control signal, in the pulse-step form.
• Model III is Komogortsev and Khan's fourth-order model [31] , [32] . This model extends Bahill's model [33] , representing each extraocular muscle and their internal forces individually, with a separate pulse-step neuronal control signal provided to each muscle. To obtain the model parameters of a given individual, the raw positional signal of an eye movement recording is classified into fixations and saccades. Each recorded saccade is matched by a simulated saccade, generated via an oculomotor plant mathematical model (OPMM), with the goal of minimizing the absolute error between the measured and simulated saccade trajectories. Then, each saccade in a given recording generates a unique set of model parameters, also known as oculomotor plant characteristics (OPC).
C. Spoofing Strategies
There are two degrees of attack that an impostor could potentially employ when generating an artificial eye movement recording. The naïve approach assumes that the impostor does not have access to the biometric database, while the sophisticated approach assumes that the impostor has gained access to one or more OPC vectors from the database.
• Approach A is the naïve approach, and assumes that the impostor does not have access to the biometric database, and instead generates artificial eye movements using measured or derived OPC values reported in the relevant research literature. Two artificial recordings are generated for each stimulus, and tested against the entire biometric database.
• Approach B is the sophisticated approach, and assumes that the impostor has gained full access to the biometric database, and is able to generate artificial eye movements specific to an individual using the previously extracted OPC values now stored in the database. An artificial recording is generated for each live recording, and tested against the entire biometric database. In the current work, we apply Approach A to Models I, II, and III, and we apply Approach B only to Model III, as this is the only model that can support individualized replication. Individualization of Models I and II lead to eye movement trajectories that are very different from normal, and can therefore be easily rejected due to their abnormalities. This means that two spoof recordings were generated with each model for Approach A, and an equal number of artificial recordings to live recordings for Approach B.
III. METHODOLOGY
Eye movement recordings were collected from two disjoint subject pools on high-and low-resolution eye tracking systems. The high-resolution eye tracking system resembles the state-of-the-art in current eye tracking technology, while the low-resolution eye tracking system applies videooculography techniques and resembles hardware found in current iris recognition devices. The collected eye movement datasets are available as part of the EMDB database [34] , [35] .
A. Participants
High-resolution recordings [35] were conducted on a subject pool of 32 participants (26 male, 6 female), with ages ranging from 18 -40, average age 23 (SD = 5.4). 29 of the subjects performed 4 recordings each, and 3 of the subjects performed 2 recordings each, generating a total of 122 unique eye movement recordings.
Low-resolution recordings [34] were conducted on a subject pool of 173 participants (117 male, 56 female), with ages ranging from 18 -49, average age 23 (SD = 5.3). 170 of the subjects performed 2 recordings each, and 3 of the subjects performed 1 recording each, generating a total of 343 unique eye movement recordings. Note, the last 6 participants, each of which performed 2 recordings, were excluded from the sophisticated spoofing approach due to scheduling difficulties.
B. Apparatus & Software
High-resolution recordings were taken with a desktop mounted EyeLink 1000 commercial eye tracking system [36] , with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, vendor-reported spatial accuracy of 0.5°, average calibration accuracy of 0.7°(SD = 0.5°), and average data validity of 95% (SD = 5%). Stimuli were presented on a flat screen monitor positioned at a distance of 685 mm from each subject, with dimensions of 640×400 mm, and screen resolution of 2560×1600 pixels.
Low-resolution recordings were taken with the PlayStation Eye Camera [37] , using a modified version of the open-source ITU Gaze Tracker software [7] , with a sampling rate of 75 Hz and average calibration accuracy of 1.1°(SD = 0.8°). Average data validity is the percentage of gaze points reported by the eye tracking system that contained valid eye movement data, and is unreportable in this instance as it was not possible to detect when the eye tracker began tracking an area of the image other than the subject pupil. Stimuli were presented on a flat screen monitor positioned at a distance of 540 mm from each subject, with dimensions of 375×302 mm, and screen resolution of 1280×1024 pixels.
In both cases, the pupil was illuminated by infrared LED to improve eye tracking accuracy, and a chin rest was employed to improve stability. Stimulus presentation was consistent across both devices, with only minor changes required to accommodate varied screen dimensions. Algorithms and data analysis were implemented and conducted in MATLAB.
C. Procedure
For each recording session, eye movements were evoked using a horizontal saccade stimulus, in which a small white dot jumps back and forth across a plain black background, eliciting a fixed-amplitude saccade with each jump. The distance between jumps was set to correspond to 30°of the visual angle, due in part to screen constraints, complications separating low-amplitude saccades (less than 1°), and variation in the dynamics of high-amplitude saccades (greater than 50°). Subjects were instructed to follow the white dot with their eyes, with 100 horizontal saccades elicited per session.
After the data collection process, OPC values were extracted from each live recording. According to the methods described in Section II, artificial recordings were generated for three oculomotor plant models and two spoofing strategies. The live and artificial recordings were then combined into a single dataset for each eye tracking systems, and liveness detection was conducted at the feature-and match score-level. For comparison, liveness detection was also conducted using the techniques proposed by Komogortsev and Karpov in 2013.
Previous techniques developed by Komogortsev and Karpov perform principal component analysis on biometric feature vectors to obtain the eigenvector, and compare the maximum eigenvalue against a fixed threshold to determine the liveness of a given recording [26] . In the original paper, liveness thresholds ranged from 1000 to 6000 in increments of 100. On a sample of 122 recordings from 32 subjects, this technique was able to achieve a maximum classification rate of 93% and a minimum equal error rate of 5% in previous studies using 10-fold cross validation.
Feature-level liveness detection utilized a regression SVM [38] with RBF kernel (gamma = 1) and leave-one-out cross-validation for the selection of training and testing sets. Biometric feature vectors were calculated for each recording session, and each feature vector was labeled as live or spoof. Feature vectors were classified, one at a time, after training the SVM on all other recordings (exclusively). An ideal threshold was then selected to maximize classification rate. For both the OPC and CEM-B techniques, which utilize multi-dimensional feature vectors, the eigenvector obtained by principal component analysis was passed to the SVM.
Score-level liveness detection applied biometric matching techniques across all recordings, and utilized leave-one-out cross-validation for the selection of training and testing sets. Biometric matching was conducted according to the standards suggested by each technique, with match score-level information fusion applied by a regression SVM [38] with RBF kernel (gamma = 1); however, instead of labeling and matching according to the identity of the subject, each recording was labeled and matched as either a live or spoof recording. In the case of the OPC technique, the Cramér-von Mises variant of feature comparison was used to generate match scores for individual features preceding information fusion. For each recording, biometric match scores were generated against all other recordings in the database, after training the biometric algorithms on all other recordings (exclusively). An ideal threshold was then selected to minimize classification error.
Leave-one-out cross-validation performed a number of repetitions, n, equal to the total number of recordings in a given dataset.
of the available subject pool was selected for the training set. This lead to the same number of total comparisons, but in each case the training set for the SVM was reduced from 438,244 match scores to 27,390 match scores, making computation tractable.
In relation to both feature-and score-level liveness detection we are primarily concerned with three metrics: false spoof acceptance rate (FSAR), false live rejection rate (FLRR), and classification rate (CR) [26] . In both cases, the OPC technique was omitted from the low-resolution recordings, due to the fact that it would take prohibitively long to re-extract biometric templates from the spoof recordings. , is the ratio of correctly classified recordings to the total number of recordings (either live or spoof). The equal error rate (EER), shown in Equation 4, is the rate at which false spoof acceptance rate and false live rejection rate are equal, and does not necessarily correspond to the threshold at which the classification rate is maximized.
IV. RESULTS
Results are labeled according to the oculomotor plant model and spoofing strategies employed. For example, "III-B" indicates that the results pertain to Model III and Approach B. An overview of the accuracy of previous liveness [26] is provided in Table I . An overview of feature-level liveness detection accuracy is provided in Table II . An overview of match score-level liveness detection is provided in Table III . The following section provides further explanation and analysis of the obtained results.
V. DISCUSSION
The results presented in the current paper represent a major improvement on our previous research [26] in the area of liveness detection. Where, in the previous paper, the best performing attempt at liveness detection achieved only a 5% equal error rate [26] , using the naïve approach and the simplest model on a high-resolution eye tracking system, the techniques presented in this paper have shown that liveness detection at the feature-level is capable of achieving 0% equal error rate (see Table II ) even when the impostor has gained access to the biometric database and employs complex models of the human visual system.
A. Comparison to Previous Techniques
Where our previous research [26] examined only the liveness detection properties of the OPC biometric, using broad thresholds and random splitting, the current paper has applied those techniques to several additional forms of eye movement biometric, using fine-grained threshold selection and leave-one-out cross validation. While this has shown that our previous techniques are capable of achieving higher accuracy than indicated by previous studies, utilizing the maximum eigenvalue ignores much meaningful information, and in some cases is clearly the wrong approach, leading to equal error rates which exceed 50% (see Table I ).
In comparison, the techniques presented in this paper are more accurate at both the feature-and match score-levels. For example, utilizing the full eigenvector for classification by support vector machine leads to near-perfect accuracy in the OPC and CEM-B biometrics (see Table II ). Further, previous techniques fail to achieve acceptable accuracy on all but the simplest models, and have a tendency toward high false spoof acceptance rate (see Table I ).
B. Liveness Detection
There are obvious and immediate differences between the accuracy of liveness detection at the feature-and match score-levels. While liveness detection at the feature-level achieves almost perfect accuracy under all tested conditions (see Table II) , match score-level detection does substantially worse (see Table III ). This may be due to any of several factors.
It is possible that the differences in accuracy may be due to overfitting at the feature-level, resulting from an overall smaller knowledge base. That is, at the feature-level there are (N−1) training vectors for the SVM at each iteration, whereas there are (N−1) 2 training vectors at the match score-level, where N is the total number of live and spoof recordings in the dataset. This could indicate that match score-level detection rates are a more accurate representation of the liveness detection capabilities of eye movement biometrics; however, the only way to confirm this would be to apply feature-level detection to a much larger subject pool.
More likely, however, is the fact that information is simply lost when the biometric feature vectors are converted into a relevant match score. Essentially, by combining groups of biometric feature vectors into a single value, noise is added to the system. This makes it more difficult for the system to differentiate between recordings. For example, at the featurelevel, there is no crossover in the information provided by live recordings and spoof recordings, but match scores may contain information from both.
C. Biometric Attack Vectors
When examining the spoofing strategies employed, there is obviously very little difference at the feature-level. With the exception of spoofing strategy III-B on the low-resolution recordings, feature-level liveness detection was able to accurately distinguish between live and spoof recordings (see Table II ). For this reason, it is necessary to examine classification accuracy at the match score-level to identify differences in spoofing models and approaches. At the match score-level, there is an obvious tendency for the naïve spoof approach (A) to result in a relatively high percentage of false spoof acceptance, where the sophisticated spoof approach (B) results in a relatively high percentage of false live rejection (see Table III ), at the optimal classification rate. Under the naïve approach, this occurs because there are a substantially smaller number of spoof recordings than live recordings, which leads to a strategy that maximizes classification rate by minimizing the live rejection rate. As such, this can be seen as an artifact of the methodology, not necessarily the techniques. The classification rates obtained under the sophisticated approach, in which the number of live and spoof samples are equal, more accurately resemble real-world usage. Overall, however, equal error rate is a better indicator of accuracy than classification rate, because it is not affected by the relative amount of live and spoof samples.
There is a further tendency for detection accuracy to decrease linearly with model complexity (see Tables I, II, and III) . This is notable in the false spoof acceptance rates and equal error rates of the naïve approach. Westheimer's second-order model, having the least complexity (and thereby the least realistic signal), produced the most easily distinguished spoof recordings, whereas Komogortsev and Khan's fourth-order model, with its representation of individual muscle properties, performed more successful attacks at the match score-level than any other oculomotor plant model.
D. Eye Movement Biometrics
There were several notable differences in the liveness detection properties of the considered biometric techniques. Of the considered biometrics, the CEM-P technique was overall the most accurate in distinguishing live recordings from spoof recordings. While COB and OPC provided similar accuracy at the feature-level, CEM-P outperformed both at the match score-level. Despite the fact that CEM-B performed relatively well at the match score-level, with similar accuracy to the CEM-P technique, the inability to perform liveness detection at the feature-level is seen as a major shortcoming.
The computational overhead associated with the OPC technique makes it unsuitable for real-time liveness detection, and intractable for experimentation on large datasets. At the same time, however, this can be seen as an advantage to the liveness detection properties of eye movements in general. It is only possible to generate artificial eye movements by modeling the human visual system, whether at the software level or even with a hardware counterpart. Existing models of the oculomotor plant fail to represent the human visual system with perfect accuracy, and tradeoffs must be made. Further, the time requirements of even these computationally efficient linear models make it infeasible for a potential impostor to generate more than a few targeted artificial recordings in a realistic timeframe with modern technology.
E. Eye Tracking System
With few exceptions, the decreased spatial accuracy and sampling rate of the low-resolution recordings reduced the overall accuracy of liveness detection. This, in itself, is not surprising; however, some interesting connections can still be made. Under the naïve spoofing approach, in which the impostor does not have access to the biometric database, feature-level liveness detection maintained perfect accuracy on the low-resolution system, and low equal error rates even at the match-score level.
There is, however, a dramatic reduction in accuracy on the low-resolution system when coupled with the sophisticated spoofing approach. When we consider that the low-resolution recordings, taken at 75 Hz, contain less than 1/13 th of the information present in the high-resolution recordings, taken at 1000 Hz, it is perhaps surprising that the differences in detection accuracy are not more drastic.
In some instances, we even notice that detection accuracy increases on the low-resolution system (see Table III ), particularly with regard to spoofing strategy III-A. In this case, it may be that the artificial recordings failed to accurately reflect the inherent noise and lower accuracy of the lowresolution system. This suggests that, even if an oculomotor plant model were to achieve perfect reproduction of human eye movements, software-level attacks must also account for the inherent properties of the capture device as well. While this would not be the case for functional physical replicas, the construction of such a replica poses its own difficulties.
F. Vulnerability Analysis
While we have demonstrated that it is possible to identify spoof eye movement recordings with high accuracy, it is still necessary to demonstrate that spoofed recordings present a viable threat to eye movement biometrics, in order to justify the need for liveness detection techniques. Attack vectors are typically targeted at biometric verification systems in an attempt to gain access to the resources of a specific individual. For this reason, we are primarily interested in the rate at which spoof recordings are accepted as genuine users in a verification scenario.
To this end, biometric error rates were calculated on the high-and low-resolution data sets using the standard biometric techniques for OPC [21] , COB [23] , CEM-P [20] , and CEM-B [22] biometrics, as described in the relevant references, without the introduction of spoof recordings. For the OPC technique, information fusion was performed using the Hotelling's T −square test; for the COB technique, information fusion was performed using likelihood ratio; for the CEM-P technique, information fusion was performed using linear combination; and for the CEM-B technique, information fusion was performed using a 50-tree random forest.
This was done to identify the acceptance threshold at which false acceptance rate (the rate at which impostor match scores exceed the acceptance threshold) and false rejection rate (the rate at which genuine match scores fall below the threshold) are equal. Equal error rates and acceptance thresholds were averaged over 20 random partitions, in which half of all subjects were used for training and half were used for testing, without subject overlap. It should be noted that equal error rate used in this context is different than the equal error rate used elsewhere in this paper, as this term is used in relation to biometric accuracy rather than liveness detection accuracy.
Spoof recordings were then introduced to identify the false spoof acceptance rate at the equal error rate of the biometric system. Biometric match scores were generated for comparisons for each spoof recording to every live recording. Match scores were averaged over 20 random partitions, and the average match scores for spoof recording to live recording comparisons were used to calculate the false spoof acceptance rate with and without feature-level liveness detection.
The results of this experiment are provided in Table IV , indicating the number of spoof attacks which generated a match score above the acceptance threshold, the number of spoof attacks which generated a match score below the acceptance threshold, and the false spoof acceptance rate for a given attack vector against a given biometric technique.
It is worth noting that, in several cases, false spoof acceptance rate increases with the addition of feature-level liveness detection. This is due to the overall lower number of spoof recordings which make it to the decision module. For example, if there are 2 spoof recordings and 1 is accepted as genuine, there is a false spoof acceptance rate of 50%, whereas if there are 10 spoof recordings and 4 are accepted as genuine, there is a false spoof acceptance rate of only 40%, despite the fact that 4 times as many spoofs were accepted. In most cases where false spoof acceptance rate increases, the number of spoof recordings with match scores above the acceptance threshold is actually reduced with the inclusion of feature-level liveness detection, with one notable exception.
With the use of feature-level liveness detection via CEM-B for low-resolution recordings, the number of III-B spoof recordings with match scores above the acceptance threshold increases. Most likely this is due to the fact that biometric matching trains on a subset of the population. Without feature-level liveness detection, there is a greater population of spoof recordings to train against, and thus the CEM-B algorithm is less likely to generate a high matchscore for comparisons of spoof recordings to live recordings. When, presumably the weakest, spoof recordings are removed from the population by feature-level liveness detection, the remaining spoofs are more likely to generate a higher match score against live recordings.
Despite a low spoof acceptance rate, even for targeted attacks, the need for explicit liveness detection techniques is apparent. While human eye movements expose a number of properties that allow for a high degree of counterfeitresistance, they are not inherently immune to attacks. The research presented in this paper provides a starting point for reducing the potential attack surface.
G. Further Analysis
Many existing iris recognition devices are not designed for video capture, and often have hardware limitations that cap the effective sampling rate between 15 Hz and 30 Hz. To examine liveness detection accuracy under these conditions, recordings from both the high-and low-resolution eye tracking systems were downsampled to a sampling rate of 15 Hz by removing data points at uniform intervals to lower the average time between points.
Again, the OPC technique was omitted from both featureand match score-level detection at 15 Hz due to time constraints, and the CEM-B technique was inapplicable to feature-level detection. Further, the CEM-B technique failed to extract features once downsampling to 15 Hz was applied (that is, an error occurred in the algorithm itself, unrelated to classification rate). This leaves analysis open to only the CEM-P and COB techniques.
At the feature-level, the CEM-P technique maintained the same accuracy achieved at 1000 Hz, while the COB technique showed only minor reduction in accuracy (1-3% equal error rate) in all but one case (in which equal error rate increased to 46% with strategy II-A). At the match-score level, the COB technique showed major accuracy loss across all strategies, approaching near random detection rates. This is expected, as COB features become less pronounced at reduced sampling rates. On the other hand, CEM-P was more resistant to these effects, with equal error rates increased by 10-20% under spoof strategies I-A and II-A, while spoof strategy III-A actually showed equal error rates reduced by 2-18% in all cases.
To examine the validity of the downsampling technique, the high-resolution recordings taken with the EyeLink 1000 were downsampled to 75 Hz, and liveness detection was compared to the accuracy achieved by the low-resolution PlayStation Eye recordings taken at a native 75 Hz. There was a general tendency for the downsampled high-resolution recordings to outperform the equivalent low-resolution recordings by 1-5% equal error rate. The relatively minor difference suggests that they may be accounted for by the reduced spatial accuracy of the PlayStation Eye camera (1.1°calibration accuracy vs. 0.7°c alibration accuracy) or the differences in subject pool.
H. Limitations & Future Research
There are several notable limitations of the current work that must be addressed in future research. First, in the current work we have employed only linear models of the oculomotor plant due to computational constraints and the size of the available datasets; however, the human visual system exhibits a number of non-linear properties [39] that can only be approximated by linear models. To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing models of the oculomotor plant that achieve a perfect representation of the human visual system, but there do exist non-linear models capable of more accurate representation [40] . As technology advances, these models may become more viable as potential attack vectors, and further testing will be necessary to identify what threat, if any, they might pose.
As well, our classification threshold was selected empirically to maximize classification rate, in order to demonstrate the potential liveness detection properties of eye movement biometrics. In real-world usage, the classification threshold would be selected on a subset of available data, and would likely be far from ideal. As such, there is still much work to be done in this area, identifying accuracy and usage conditions in real-world scenarios. Further, a comparison of biometric authentication accuracy with and without attack vectors would be useful in quantifying the inherent spoofability of eye movement biometrics, before the application of anti-spoofing methods; however, such a comparison is beyond the scope of the current paper, and will likely be a topic of future research.
Another limitation of the current work is the purely software-based treatment of biometric attack vectors. Perhaps fortunately, the engineering required to produce a viable physical replica of the oculomotor plant (particularly, such a replica that could physically simulate multiple models of the human eye without loss of accuracy) made its employment in the current study infeasible. At some point in the future it will be necessary to revisit the possibility of the physical attack.
Finally, the relatively sparse treatment of the OPC biometric technique due to the time requirements of extracting biometric templates is seen as a disadvantage of the current study. It remains to be seen whether the OPC technique performs adequately for liveness detection at low sampling rates. This is an area of active research.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has investigated liveness detection techniques in the area of eye movement biometrics. We have investigated a specific scenario, in which an impostor constructs an artificial replica of the human eye. Two attack scenarios were considered, in which the imposter does and does not have direct access to the biometric database.
Liveness detection was performed at the feature-and match score-levels for several existing eye movement biometric techniques. The results suggest that eye movement biometrics are highly resistant to circumvention by artificial recordings when liveness detection is performed at the feature-level. At the match score-level, the accuracy of liveness detection depends highly on the biometric techniques employed.
These tests were repeated on high-and low-resolution recording devices, and while obvious degradation occurred at the match score-level, feature-level liveness detection achieved near perfect accuracy even at very low sampling rates.
This suggests that eye movement biometrics could be employed on existing iris recognition devices to improve liveness detection capabilities.
